Choose the Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that does NOT belong with the others.

1. important introspective portfolio
2. reformation prospector retrospective
3. spectacular support spectrum
4. transportation transform transformation
5. conform deformed export

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that has the Latin root that means “carry.”

6. conform deport
7. import formation
8. format support
9. portable formation
10. reporter reform

**Parent Directions:** Have your child look at each set of words and choose the word that has the Latin root that means “look at.”

11. airport aspect
12. spectator deformity
13. reformation spectacles
14. inspector portfolio
15. informal respect

**Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)**
Word Study & Vocabulary 3: Unit 28: Latin roots spect, port, form